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               Rae 1 is crestfallen, but Callie 1 isn't ready to give up.

                                   CALLIE 1
                         Then maybe you all can come with
                         us? We can look together!

               To everyone's surprise, he nods.

                                   LEWIS 2
                         Actually, I have a better idea. I
                         have something that might help.
                         Hang tight, I'll get it.

139G
               Hope lights in Callie 1 and Rae 1 as Lewis 2 heads out. but
               Rae 2 has watched this chat with interest and follows him to -

2-shot Profile

       139     INT. HALLWAY (2) - NIGHT (NIGHT 3)                     139

               - where she catches him up. We can see Drew and Callie 2
               through the open doorway behind them. In hushed tones:

                                   RAE 2
                         What do you mean you can help?

                                   LEWIS 2
                         It's fine. I'm taking care of it.

               Something about the way he says this worries Rae 2:

                                   RAE 2
                         They didn't know what was happening
                         to us, Lewis!

                                   LEWIS 2
                         Maybe. But now they plan on using
                         that thing even more? No. Not if I
                         can help it...

       140     INT. HOUSE (2) - NIGHT (NIGHT 3)                       140
V140K V140L

               Meanwhile, where the others are talking:
Splitscreen Splitscreen with V140K

                                   CALLIE 2
                         So how do you plan to find him?

                                   CALLIE 1
                         We go look. Unless your dad can
                         help us -
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V140K V140L 139G

140P
                                   RAE 2 (O.S.)
                         Lewis, What are you doing!?

140AC/AG 138/139/140E 138/139/140G
               Suddenly Lewis 2 is in the doorway, a shotgun in his hands.
               Rae 2 behind him, terrified. Our group back away in a hurry.

Split screen

                                   CALLIE 2
                         Dad, no!

                                   LEWIS 2
                         Give me the device, or I will take
                         it. I'm not letting my family die
                         so yours can live. I'm sorry.

                                   RAE 2
                         Baby, don't do this... please.

                                   LEWIS 2
                         I said GIVE IT TO ME!

               Lewis 2 puts the gun to Callie 1's head. She trembles at the
               touch, and Rae 1 moves forward:

                                   RAE 1
                         Don't you hurt her.

140R
                                   LEWIS 2
                         Move and I pull the trigger.

Lewis 2 MCU/Med 138/139/140F
               Callie 1 stares at the spitting image of the father she loves

140S               pointing a gun at her. She passes him the Scope. He snatches
               it away, leaving Rae 1 to pull Callie 1 into her arms.

Sliding scope

                                   CALLIE 2
                         How could you do that, Dad...?

Following scope/Lewis 2 MCU

                                   LEWIS 2
                         If we stay, we die Cal.
                             (to the group)
                         Now, how does it work...? No? Fine.
                         It can't be that hard -

               And just like that Lewis 2 lifts the Scope to his eyes, and
               peers through. Our people react as one:

                                   ALL
                             (variations)

V140AA/V140AB                         Wait - stop! Don't!
Wide

               Click! He doesn't see the SHIMMER appear in the dining room.
Greenscreen

AB: Plate                                   LEWIS 2
                             (seeing through the scope)
                         How is this possible...?
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140R 140SV140AA

                                   RAE 2
                         LEWIS!

140U
               Callie 2 approaches, as if in a trance, as the VEIL grows,
               giving us a glimpse into WORLD 3, with its RED WALLPAPER,
               blood splattered around. Its shimmer slowly filling the room.

MCU C2

                                   DREW
                         Callie, get away!

V140AK
Callie 2 POV on Reek               Callie 2's eyes panning upward as -

V140AJ
               The Reek emerges through the veil. Louring over her.

Reek Element

                                   CALLIE 1
                         PULL THE WHEEL!

140V 140W
               But it's already too late - a set of talons burst into
               Callie 2's stomach!

Talons Body falling 140T
               Lewis 2 drops the Scope from his eyes, just as -

Lewis 2 MCU 140Z
On Reek               The Reek turns, towering over Lewis 2, growling -

Scope swiped

               - and exposes the mouth where its neck should be, slick with
               his daughter's blood. The Reek lashes out, one of its talons
               slicing into the Scope! Lewis 2 drops it as he screams -

                                   LEWIS 2
                         RAE, RUN -

               And Rae 2 does, sprinting down the hallway as we hear the
               CRUNCH of the Reek BITE LEWIS 2'S FACE in a horrific grinding
               of teeth on bones.

               The Reek lurches after her, disappearing into the other room.
               We hear Rae 2's blood-curdling SCREAMS as -

                                   RAE 2
                         Get the Scope!!

140X 140Y 140AF
140Q               Shocked out of his reverie, Drew goes for the Scope, on the

Wide               far side of the room. And grabs it -
Wide

               - just as shadow falls across the room, and they all look up
               to see the Reek moving in, his mouth and talons bloody.

140AD OTS Reek on Drew

               Staring at the monster, a triumphant grin finds Drew's face,
               as he yanks the wheel free!

               BUT THE REEK DOESN'T DISAPPEAR. Instead, the veil shimmers
               out past the room, a high pitched noise rising to crescendo.
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140Q 140X 140Y 140AF

               And stops. The color in the room slightly different.

               Drew's face transforms from triumph, to horror. The veil is
               now broken here. The Reek stays in this world, and is now
               turning its attention to Drew...

               Time seems to slow as Drew looks across the room to Callie,
               who's being shielded by Rae, The Reek separating them.

               He couldn't make it to them if he tried. A sad, unspoken
               moment of goodbye between them.

                                   DREW
                         You can do this...

               The Reek lunges as Drew quickly jams the wheel back in -

                                   CALLIE 1
                         Drew, no!!!

140H
               - and slides the SCOPE along the floor to Callie, as Drew's
               screams rend the night.

               Callie 1's fight seems to crumble with Drew's death, shock
               hitting. Then the Reek is unfolding itself to full height.

               It turns to Callie 1, but she doesn't move. Can't. The Reek
               growls, ready to attack. The Reek RACES toward Callie -

                                   RAE 1
                         Cal!

               - suddenly Rae is there, grabbing the Scope from her hand,
               raising it to her eyes as she grabs Callie's hand.

               CLICK!

               And the two women disappear, leaving the Reek alone in the
               room, howling in rage at their escape.

                                                          CUT TO BLACK.
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       141     INT. STUDY (5) - NIGHT PAST (DAY -1)                   141

               UNKOWN POV: The infinity view, through the Scope without the
               wheel. The fractured sight of the Study, stretching out.

               Our view turns as they look around and -

               - suddenly the Reek fills the frame.

               The Scope is lowered, to reveal it's in Drew's hands. But the
               Reek is just a large DRAWING, tacked to the wall.

                                   DREW
                         That's the thing that hurt you?

               Drew looks across to where Lewis 5 is covering the gashes in
               his arm at his desk. He nods. Serious.

                                   LEWIS 5
                         You can't tell anyone about this,
                         Drew. Ever. It's too valuable.

               A quiet nod from Drew. He looks at the Reek again.

                                   DREW
                         Is it from one of the other worlds?

                                   LEWIS 5
                         No. There's a space between worlds.
                         I think that's where they live...

               Drew looks uneasy at the way Lewis 5 says this.

                                   DREW
                         There's more than one of them?

                                   LEWIS 5
                         I don't know. The real question is -
                         what if other things are out there
                         too. Just waiting to come in...?

               Off Drew's fear.

                                                                CUT TO:

       142     INT. LIVING ROOM (5) - NIGHT (NIGHT 3)                 142

               A frantic Callie 1 and Rae 1 blink into existence in the
               middle of the darkened room, just pushed through...

               Both women take a moment to gather themselves, taking in
               their surroundings. They're now unarmed.


